King Sculpture Court Ceiling Project

**Right** Dirty and cleaned coffers. The rosette on the right and the beams on the bottom are clean.

**Below Right** Layers of dirt and staining have obscured the beautiful designs for decades. The mottled effect on the blue frames is caused by past moisture damage; this will be toned for greater visual unity.

**Below** The poem’s verses are presently illegible from the floor. The rectangular area here has been cleaned; within it is a smaller area where old overpaint has been removed—revealing letters in silver paint.
Your donations in any amount are welcome towards the circa $200,000 still to be raised to complete the estimated $500,000 project. You may wish to contribute by "naming" one of the components indicated below.*

- rosette for $1,000
- central chandelier for $8,000 (removed during ceiling conservation)
- ceiling fan for $3,000 (removed during ceiling conservation)
- regular plaster for $1,000
- corner plaster for $500
- window area for $2,000
- poetry area for $16,000
- painted square for $3,000

*Suggestions only; all donations will be aggregated to complete the entire project and all donors will be publicly recognized for amounts given. Should more be raised than necessary, excess amounts will be used for other infrastructure improvements in the Cass Gilbert building.